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CHAPTER 5 
BUILDING E3244 CHARACTERIZATION RESULTS 

5.1 CHARACTERIZATION AND OVERVIEW 

5.1.1 Characterization activities at E3244 consisted of building reconnaissance, 
wipe sampling, and soil sampling.  Figure 5.1 at the end of this chapter documents the 
location and layout of E3244 (per the reconnaissance conducted during this project) and 
the sample locations. A risk assessment matrix is included as Table 5.1, and analytical 
results for chemical and biological agent are summarized in Tables 5.2 through 5.7 at the 
end of this chapter. A photographic log of Building E3244 is presented at the end of this 
chapter (Figure 5.2).  Reconnaissance and sample forms are located in Appendix C.2.   

5.1.2 Table 1.2 summarizes the list of potential contaminants that have been 
associated with Building E3244 throughout its operational history which include: 

 H/HD, GA, GB, GD, GF, VX; 

 Botulinum toxin, saxitoxin, tetrodotoxin, brevetoxin, pumiliotoxin, and 
palytoxin.  Note that botulinum toxin is the only toxin that has approved 
analytical methods. 

5.2 BUILDING OVERVIEW AND HISTORY 

The following sections summarize the construction, layout, and operational history 
of Building E3244. This information was used to formulate the characterization 
approach.  

5.2.1 Overview and Floorplan 

5.2.1.1 Building E3244 was constructed as a research laboratory in 1966. 
Building E3244 was a 9,206 sq ft rectangular building constructed of masonry bearing 
walls set on a concrete slab-on-grade foundation with metal beams and joists and a 
concrete plan roof deck. It had a shallow pitched, side-gable roof. All windows were 
single-light, fixed sash, and topped by concrete lintels. The doors all contained louvered 
openings.  The building layout is presented in Figure 5.1. 

5.2.1.2 According to the Real Property Card, Building E3244 underwent several 
renovations between 1984 and 1995 including the renovation of lab space, the installation 
of a fire alarm system, and the renovation of an un-named room with epoxy floors. E3244 
has a discharge permit for 4 percent paraformaldehyde, formalin, bleach, acidulate and 
neutralizing solution used for cleaning animal cages. 
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5.2.1.3 Building E3244 is advertised in the Federal Register Vol. 79, No. 187, 
September 26, 2014 notice for vacant buildings. The comments in this notice state that 
there is “no future agency need” for this building (Federal Register 2014). 

5.2.2 Operational History 

Building E3244 served continuously as a research laboratory since the time it was 
built. Building E3244 was closely associated with the work of Dr. Robert E. Sheridan, a 
researcher at Edgewood from 1986 until his death in 2004. Dr. Sheridan studied and 
increased the understanding of the processes of marine and amphibian toxins, developed 
pharmacological treatments for botulinum toxins, and collected and studied toxicological 
data on low-level nerve agent exposures. Building E3244 eventually received Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) classification as a biosurety facility, and the 
procedures and guidelines Dr. Sheridan established remained in place. 

5.3 CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL AGENT ANALYTICAL DATA 

5.3.1 Characterization activities at E3244 occurred between 01 August and 06 
August 2018. A total of 44 surface wipe samples were collected consisting of 17 
composited room wipe samples, 17 composited drain wipe samples, 5 composited hood 
wipe samples, and 5 CAFS wipe samples.  A total of 12 discrete sub-slab soil samples 
from 6 location and 8 discrete perimeter soil samples from 4 locations were collected 
(depths of 1 foot and 2 feet below the slabs or ground surface). Two liquid samples were 
collected from a sump and a holding tank in Room 11.   All samples collected from 
E3244 were analyzed for HD, GA, GB, GD, GF, VX, botulinum toxin and Bacillus 
anthracis.  In addition, soil samples were analyzed for (ABPs 1,4-dithiane, 1,4-thioxane, 
DIMP, DMMP, EA2192, EMPA, IMPA, MPA, and PMPA. Note that Bacillus anthracis 
(anthrax) is not a potential contaminant of concern for Building E3244, but analytical 
data were provided in ECBC’s data deliverables.      

5.3.2 There were no agent detections in Building E3244.  However, there are 
currently no approved analytical methods for saxitoxin, tetrodotoxin, brevetoxin, 
pumiliotoxin, and palytoxin. All MINICAMS and DAAMS air monitoring data were 
non-detect. No containers with unknown contents were identified during building 
reconnaissance or the characterization effort.     

5.4 CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL AGENT POST-
CHARACTERIZATION RISK ASSESSMENT 

5.4.1 An assessment of the post-characterization risk of agent exposure was 
conducted for E3244 (Appendix F) in accordance with DA PAM 385-30 (October 2007).  
The risk assessment was based on a scenario of releasing the building to the general 
public for either re-use or demolition.  The primary potential hazard associated with 
releasing E3244 to the general public through re-use or demolition is exposure to residual 
chemical agent that may be present in areas of the buildings that were inaccessible during 
the characterization, such as piping contained within the building slab or duct work 
extending into the ceiling from fume hood.   In addition, the presence of residual 
biotoxins cannot be confirmed or denied due to the lack of available analytical methods, 
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and saxitoxin, tetrodotoxin, and palytoxin are persistent in the environment and 
designated “critical” in severity.  For purposes of worker protection during the 
characterization effort, it was necessary to assume that biotoxins could potentially be 
present anywhere in the building, and Level C PPE was required (Tychem suits, NIOSH 
CBRN-approved respirator, and full PDS support).  The risks associated with each of 
these potential hazards is outlined in the following section. 

5.4.2 Without recommended controls in place the following risk scenarios area 
associated with the identified hazards: 

1)  Based on the potential for chemical agent to persist in occluded spaces (duct work 
and piping) that were not accessible during characterization, a risk assessment code 
of “Moderate Risk” was determined for the current building condition based on a 
“Seldom” probability of agent exposure and a “Critical” severity associated with the 
exposure (Appendix F).   

2)  There are no analytical methods for assessing the residual presence of persistent 
biotoxins.  Hence there is a remote possibility that these compounds could be 
present.  Hence, a risk assessment code of “Moderate Risk” was determined for the 
current building condition based on a “Seldom” probability of agent exposure and a 
“Critical” severity associated with the exposure (Appendix F).   

Therefore, Table 4.2 reflects an overall risk assessment code of “Moderate Risk” without 
recommended controls in place.   

5.4.3 Level C PPE and real-time chemical agent air monitoring are the 
recommended controls for crews removing and/or decontaminating CAFS, duct work, 
and piping contained within slabs to reduce the probability of chemical agent or biotoxin 
exposure to “Unlikely” thereby reducing the overall risk to “Low” (Table 5.1).   

5.5 ORM RESULTS 

5.5.1 Representatives from Parsons’ subcontractor, Tidewater assessed all 
suspect ACM in Building E3244 from 6 – 8 August 2018. A total of 68 samples were 
collected for ACM analysis, 137 locations were screened for LBP using XRF, 2 
composited building material sample was analyzed for TCLP lead, and 8 paint/substrate 
samples was analyzed for PCBs.  Tidewater also surveyed the buildings for potentially 
regulated waste (i.e., items which may contain mercury, PCBs, etc.).  Because the 
potential for biotoxins was documented for all rooms in E3244, it was necessary for the 
ORM team to conduct inspections in Level C PPE.    
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Table 5.1 Risk Assessment Matrix for E3244 (Source DA PAM 385-30)  
Overall Risk Assessment Code with recommended 
controls in place:  

L 
    

Overall Risk Assessment Code without 
recommended controls in place:   

M 
    

Risk Assessment Code (RAC) Matrix 
  Probability 
Severity Frequent Likely Occasional Seldom Unlikely 
Catastrophic E E H H M 
Critical E H H M L 

Marginal  H M M L L 
Negligible M L L L L 
            

RAC Chart         
E = Extremely High Risk         
H = High Risk         
M =  Moderate Risk         
L = Low Risk         
            
“Severity” - is the level of severity if  
Catastrophic Death or permanent total disability. 

Critical Permanent partial disability, temporary total disability exceeding 3 
months. 

Marginal Lost days due to injury or illness no exceeding 3 months. 
Negligible First aid or minor medical treatment.  

  
“Probability” - is the likelihood  of agent exposure. 
Frequent Occurs very often; known to happen regularly. 
Likely Occurs several times; a common occurrence. 
Occasional Occurs sporadically, but is not uncommon. 
Seldom Remotely possible; could occur at some time. 
Unlikely Can assume will not occur, but not impossible 

5.5.2 Tidewater assessed all potential ACM in E3244. Locations of samples, 
results of the analyses, and locations and types of affected building materials for E3244 
can be found in Tidewater’s ORM Report (Appendix E).  The following materials were 
found to contain asbestos based on analytical results: 

 Yellow mastic/caulk associated with front panels of estimated 9 
sterilizers/autoclaves found in laboratory rooms (225 linear feet) 

 White mastic seam sealant found in fiberglass insulated ducts in Attic and 
Room 13 (1,000 linear feet of duct) 
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 Grey duct pin mastic associated with fiberglass panels found in recessed 
sterilizer/autoclave areas of the main hallway (800 square feet) 

 Presumed, inaccessible laboratory exhaust fume hood components (6 hoods) 

 Presumed, fire doors (30 doors) 

5.5.3 Friable ACM was not encountered during the ORM survey.  Metal fire 
doors are contained within the building that are presumed to contain Category II Non-
friable ACM.  Extra precautionary measures should be taken to ensure that these 
materials are not crushed, abraded or otherwise made friable during building demolition.  

5.5.4 The components listed below were found to contain LBP through XRF 
screening: 

 Blue painted metal doors 

 Blue painted metal door casings 

 Gray painted metal door casings 

 Blue painted metal window casings 

 White painted metal window casings 

 Olive painted metal frame in Room 4 

 Beige ceramic tile walls 

 White ceramic sinks 

 White painted concrete block walls in the hallway 

 Blue painted metal ladders in the hallway 

 White painted concrete access panel casing on the ceiling in the hallway 

 Green painted concrete block walls in the mechanical room 

 Silver painted metal exhaust pipes on the roof 

 White painted concrete block walls on the exterior sidings 

 White painted metal door lintels on the exterior 

 Elemental lead caulking around roof drain entry into foundations 

5.5.5 XRF screening data indicate that LBP is present throughout various areas 
within Building E3244 (see Appendix E for details).  Demolition of structures containing 
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LBP has the potential to generate lead fume or dust in the air above Occupational Safety 
and Health Administration (OSHA) lead standards [30 micrograms per cubic meter 
(µg/m3)], requiring employee exposure monitoring during demolition efforts. However, 
one composite paint/substrate sample was analyzed for TCLP lead and did not contain 
lead in excess of the RCRA hazardous waste threshold of 5 mg/L. Hence, LBP abatement 
efforts are not anticipated.  

5.5.6 PCBs were not detected in any of the eight paint/wall substrate samples at 
concentrations above the federal TSCA hazardous waste disposal threshold of 50 mg/kg.  
Hence, PCB abatement efforts are not anticipated for any painted surfaces.  Refer to 
Section 4.4 of the E3244 ORM report (Appendix E) for additional PCB disposal 
guidelines.    

5.5.7 The following materials are suspected of containing potentially regulated 
waste (see Appendix E for total quantities): 

 Tube florescent fixtures 

 Tube florescent fixtures (inside Fume Hoods) 

 Smoke/heat detectors 

 Emergency lights 

 Door closers 

 Exterior lights 

 Hydraulic lift (exterior) 

 Transformers (medium and large) 

 Window A/C unit 

 HVAC and associated exterior chiller/cooling tower unit 

5.5.8 A complete inventory of these items is included in Appendix E.  These 
wastes need to be separated from the general waste streams prior to demolition and 
disposed of in accordance with all federal, state, and local regulations. 

5.6 MARSSIM SURVEY 

5.6.1 A comprehensive MARSSIM report for building E3244 is included in 
Appendix H and is pending review by NRC.  There is one Class 3 survey unit (SU) in 
building E3244 consisting of Rooms 5 and 6. The contaminants of concern are H-3 and 
C-14. Release limits, or DCGLs for these are taken from the survey plan. These are: 

• Surface DCGLw – 600,000 dpm /100 cm2 

• Removable Surface DCGLw – 60,000 dpm /100 cm2 

• Investigation level – 150,000 dpm /100 cm2 
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5.6.2 All beta static readings in the survey units were below the DCGLw. As a 
result, the statistical Sign Test (NRC, 2000) was not required to be used.  All smear 
results were below the DCGLw for removable contamination. The highest reading was at 
11 dpm/100 cm2 for H-3 in Room 5.  The beta scans showed typical background 
distributions around a mean value. Outliers were found in all survey units, the highest 
reading being 1,815 cpm. This is well below the investigation level of 15,000 cpm. 

5.6.3 Since no readings exceeded the DCGLw, statistical tests of the data are 
not required. Per MARSSIM protocols, the Ho stated as “the residual activity in the 
survey unit exceeds the release criteria” is rejected, and the Ha that “residual 
contamination meets the release criteria” is accepted.  All survey units were found to 
meet the requirements for unrestricted release from NRC licensing, based on the survey 
plan and NRC requirements. It is recommended that they be so released  

5.7 SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.7.1 A total of 44 surface wipe samples were collected consisting of 17 
composited room wipe samples, 17 composited drain wipe samples, 5 composited hood 
wipe samples, and 5 CAFS wipe samples.  A total of 12 discrete sub-slab soil samples 
from 6 location and 8 discrete perimeter soil samples from 4 locations were collected 
(depths of 1 foot and 2 feet below the slabs or ground surface). Two liquid samples were 
collected from a sump and a holding tank in Room 11.   All samples collected from 
E3244 were analyzed for HD, GA, GB, GD, GF, VX, botulinum toxin and Bacillus 
anthracis.  In addition, soil samples were analyzed for ABPs 1,4-dithiane, 1,4-thioxane, 
DIMP, DMMP, EA2192, EMPA, IMPA, MPA, and PMPA. Note that Bacillus anthracis 
(anthrax) is not a potential contaminant of concern for Building E3244, but analytical 
data were provided in ECBC’s data deliverables. 

5.7.2 There were no agent detections in Building E3244.  However, there are 
currently no approved analytical methods for saxitoxin, tetrodotoxin, brevetoxin, 
pumiliotoxin, and palytoxin. All MINICAMS and DAAMS air monitoring data were 
non-detect. No containers with unknown contents were identified during building 
reconnaissance or the characterization effort.     

5.7.3 Without recommended controls in place, the primary risk drivers for final 
building disposition are the potential for chemical agent and biotoxins to persist in 
occluded spaces.  Therefore, Table 5.1 reflects an overall risk assessment code of 
“Moderate Risk” without recommended controls in place.  Level C PPE and real-time 
chemical agent air monitoring are the recommended controls for crews removing and/or 
decontaminating CAFS, duct work, and piping contained within slabs to reduce the 
probability of agent exposure to “Unlikely” thereby reducing the overall risk to “Low” 
(Table 5.1).  Respiratory protection for ORM hazards may still be needed depending on 
the sequencing of abatement and demolition. 

5.7.4 Inspection and sampling was conducted to assess the presence of asbestos, 
lead-based paint, PCB-based paint, and ORM.  Friable ACM was not encountered during 
the ORM survey.  No abatement is anticipated for lead or PCBs in paint.  Potentially 
regulated wastes (fluorescent bulbs, etc.) catalogued in Appendix E would need to be 
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separated from the general waste streams prior to demolition and disposed of IAW all 
federal, state, and local regulations. 

5.7.5 Results of the MARSSIM survey indicate that no readings in any survey 
unit exceeded the DCGLw. Per MARSSIM protocols, the Ho stated as “the residual 
activity in the survey unit exceeds the release criteria” is rejected, and the Ha that 
“residual contamination meets the release criteria” is accepted.  All survey units were 
found to meet the requirements for unrestricted release from NRC licensing, based on the 
survey plan and NRC requirements. It is recommended that they be so released. The 
MARSSIM survey report for E3244 is pending NRC review. 

  

 



Figure 5.1
Building E-3244 – Floor Layout (Historical As-Built Drawing with Sample Locations)
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FIGURE 5.2 – PHOTOLOG – E3244 BUILDING CHARACTERIZATION REPORT
ROOM # 1 OFFICE ROOM

ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND – EDGEWOOD AREA

Room #1 – E3244 – Back foyer 

1

Room #1 – E3244 – Sealed floor drain Room #1 – E3244 – Sink with drain Room #1 – E3244 – Floor sample template

Room #1 – E3244 – Front portion of roomRoom #1 – E3244 – Main room
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FIGURE 5.2 – PHOTOLOG – E3244 BUILDING CHARACTERIZATION REPORT
ROOM # 1A LABORATORY

ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND – EDGEWOOD AREA

Room #1A – E3244 – Bathroom near front of 
room

2

Room #1A – E3244 – Lab bench sample 
template

Room #1A – E3244 – Lab floor sample 
template

Room #1A – E3244 – Lab area

Room #1A – E3244 – Lab bench sinkRoom #1A – E3244 – Old shower/drain
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FIGURE 5.2 – PHOTOLOG – E3244 BUILDING CHARACTERIZATION REPORT
ROOM # 2 OFFICE ROOM

ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND – EDGEWOOD AREA

Room # 2 – E3244 – Main room wall sample 
template

3

Room # 2 – E3244 – Main room floor drain Room # 2 – E3244 – Main room hidden floor 
drain

Room # 2 – E3244 – Main room wall sample 
tamplate

Room # 2 – E3244 – Main room sinkRoom # 2 – E3244 – Room bench sample 
template
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FIGURE 5.2 – PHOTOLOG – E3244 BUILDING CHARACTERIZATION REPORT
ROOM # 3 OFFICE ROOM

ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND – EDGEWOOD AREA

Room # 3 – E3244 – Main room wall sample 
template

4

Room # 3 – E3244 – Main room floor drain Room # 3 – E3244 – Main room hidden floor 
drain

Room # 3 – E3244 – Main room wall sample 
template

Room # 3 – E3244 – Main room sinkRoom # 3 – E3244 – Room bench sample 
template
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FIGURE 5.2 – PHOTOLOG – E3244 BUILDING CHARACTERIZATION REPORT
ROOM # 4 LABORATORY

ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND – EDGEWOOD AREA

Room # 4 – E3244 – Entrance to lab room 4 
from hallway

5

Room # 4 – E3244 – View of north side of 
lab

Room # 4 – E3244 – Small room prior to 
entering lab area

Room # 4 – E3244 – Hood against east wall 
of lab room

Room # 4 – E3244 – Lab benches Room # 4 – E3244 – View of south end of 
lab
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FIGURE 5.2 – PHOTOLOG – E3244 BUILDING CHARACTERIZATION REPORT
ROOM # 5 LABORATORY

ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND – EDGEWOOD AREA

Room # 5 – E3244 – Wall splitting the front 
entrance to main lab area

6

Room # 5 – E3244 – View of west wall area 
of lab

Room # 5 – E3244 – Lab hood Room # 5 – E3244 – Shower drain near the 
lab entrance

Room # 5 – E3244 – Southeast corner of lab 
area

Room # 5 – E3244 – Lab bench sink
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FIGURE 5.2 – PHOTOLOG – E3244 BUILDING CHARACTERIZATION REPORT
ROOM # 6 LABORATORY

ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND – EDGEWOOD AREA

Room # 6 – E3244 – south lab wall with wipe 
sample templates

7

Room # 6 – E3244 – Northwest corner of lab 
near the entrance

Room # 6 – E3244 – Lab hood Room # 6 – E3244 – Emergency shower 
near the lab entrance on south wall

Room # 6 – E3244 – Northeast corner of lab Room # 6 – E3244 – East lab wall with hood
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